
Power Your Insights 
with Verified 
Purchase Data

Shopper data gathered and distilled 

via our Receipt Capture App can add 

significant power to your insights!
Target specific audiences of validated shoppers and 

purchasers... you don’t need to rely solely on ‘claimed’ store 

visitation and product purchase data...you’ll know where they 

shopped, when they shopped, what they purchased and how 

much they paid...and you’ll have the receipts to prove it!

Field shorter surveys, or use that space for other questions, 

given you don’t need to ask shoppers which products they 

purchased and where/when they purchased them...you’ll 

already know!

Gain deeper, in-the-moment insights by leveraging Prodege’s 

geo-fencing technology. Catch consumers as they leave a store 

and ask them to upload their receipts as part of an exit survey 

about their shopping experience.

Analyze behavioral shopping metrics alongside demographic 

information. We can provide this data on its own, or append 

to survey data files whenever you field a survey with us,  The 

survey data can be valuable to help you understand the ‘whys’ 

behind purchase behavior.

Prodege’s community members  
used our Receipt Scanning App to 
upload receipts and earn rewards.

For each shopper, you’ll learn:
Where They Shopped

When They Shopped

Brands Purchased

Products Purchased

Quantity of Each Product Purchased

Price Paid (by unit and total cart value)

Receipt Scanning
Introducing



US Detergent Purchasers By the Numbers
Utilizing purchase data collected from panel member receipts, combined with 
demographic information from panelist profiles, Prodege gives clients insight 
into who is buying their products (and competitor products) as well as where 
they purchase them.  These shoppers can be invited to participate in surveys, 
online focus groups, bulletin boards, IHUTs and other research opportunities 

to then understand the “why” behind their purchase decisions.

HH Income $75K+ 113 91 101 96

 Children in HH 96 100 98 107

Millennials 98 113 95 95

Walmart 83 118
Target 143 57
All Grocery Stores 160 40
Dollar General 120 80
CVS 133 67
Walgreens 57 143

Retailer P&G Index Top Competitor  
Index
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Tide Top Products Purchased

Arm & Hammer Top Products Purchased

Gain Top Products Purchased

Purex Top Products Purchased

Original Detergent

Plus Oxiclean

Original Detergent

Mountain Breeze

PODS

Clean Burst

Flings

Crystals Fragrance

Free & Gentle

Clean Scentsations

Moonlight

PACS
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Of our members purchasing Laundry Detergent,

 

77% purchased a P&G product

Demographics (Indices)


